No edged weapon in history has ever been surrounded with such mystique and tradition like the Japanese sword. The sword is so closely associated with the Japanese samurai that it became known as the “soul of the samurai”. It was both weapon and symbol, forged as a religious act and wielded with superhuman skill. A sword forged by a celebrated master was one of the most prized gifts that a warrior could receive.

For more than 2600 years, the “City of Treasure Sword”, Longquan, is known for making the best swords in the world. Located within the border of South Zhejiang, China and under the Fengyang Mountain, Longquan is rich in resources that are suitable for crafting swords.

During the period of Warring States (770-476 B.C.), a famous sword maker named Ou Yezi created the most renowned sword in Longquan. Since then, the secret arts of crafting swords have been passed down from generation to generation.

Ryumon and Ten Ryu swords are hand forged by master craftsmen with years of experience from Longquan. These master sword smiths combine modern knowledge with traditional secrets to produce superior quality swords with enhanced durability, sharpness, and exquisite craftsmanship.
The Ryumon Raijin Katana has a hand forged and folded AISI 1060 carbon steel blade meticulously crafted for a Damascus look. Heat treated with traditional processes, the razor sharp edge has a hardness of roughly ~57Rc and a softer spine (~45Rc) to absorb shocks. A one-piece brass construction habaki (blade collar) enables the blade to fit securely into the saya (scabbard). The tsuba (guard) of this sword features a reproduction of “Raijin” (the god of thunder), based on the work of Tawaraya Sotatsu, a master painter of the Edo period. The saya (scabbard) is lacquer to a super high gloss finish with inlaid brass sakura (cherry blossom flower). Authentic ray skin (same) is used to wrap the tsuka (handle). Both the sageo and ito are woven from imported Japanese silk for a sleek and elegant look. The koiguchi (scabbard mouth) and kojiri (scabbard tip) are made with genuine water buffalo horn.

Each sword comes complete with hang tag, a silk sword bag, a cleaning kit, a reference guide, and a certificate of authenticity all packaged in a graphic box.
RY-3039B
- 40.8” Overall, 28.7” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 58 Hardness, 11” Handle.
- Hand forged Damascus and folded high carbon steel blade with real hamon.
- Silk wrapped with Authentic top grade real ray skin handle.
- Akagane red copper tsuba.
- Kojiri (Buffalo Scabbard tip).
- Piano black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, silk sword bag, collector’s hang tag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.87 lbs.

RY-3039R
- Authentic top grade ray skin with brown wrapped handle.
- Buffalo horn high gloss brown lacquer finished scabbard with inlaid brass cherry blossom (sakura) flower.
**RYUMON HAND FORGED CARBON STEEL**

**RY-3202**
- 41.3" Overall, 28.7" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 60 Hardness, 10.6" Handle.
- Hand forged 1065 high carbon steel blade.
- Traditional Japanese clay temper technique.
- Silk wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Hand carved and painted bamboo on scabbard.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, silk sword bag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.97 lbs.

**RY-3200**
- 41.3" Overall, 28.7" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 60 Hardness, 10.6" Handle.
- Hand forged 1065 high carbon steel blade.
- Authentic tip grade ray skin wrapped handle with bronze tsuba.
- Hand carved and painted dragon on scabbard.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, silk sword bag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.97 lbs.

**RY-3200M**
- Wakizashi.
- 32.5" Overall, 19.5" Blade, 9.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1060 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Copper Dragon guard with real ray skin handle.
- Hand carved and painted dragon scabbard.
- Includes certificate, cleaning kit hang tag, and maroon cotton sword bag.
- Sword weight 2.97 lbs.

**RY-3201**
- 41.3" Overall, 28.7" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 58 Hardness, 10.6" Handle.
- Hand forged 1065 high carbon steel blade.
- Traditional Japanese clay temper technique.
- Silk wrap top grade ray skin wrapped handle with bronze tsuba.
- Hand carved and painted phoenix on scabbard.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, silk sword bag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.97 lbs.

**Matching Katana**
**RY-3200**
- Hand forged 1065 high carbon steel blade.
- Traditional Japanese clay temper technique.
- Silk wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Hand carved and painted bamboo on scabbard.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, silk sword bag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.97 lbs.

**www.mastercutlery.com**
**RY-3049**
- 41.5" Overall, 27.5" Blade, 11.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1095 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Bamboo guard with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate, cleaning kit hang tag and black cotton sword bag.
- Sword weight 3.1lbs.

**RY-3051**
- 41.5" Overall, 27.5" Blade, 11.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1095 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Bamboo guard with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate, cleaning kit hang tag and black cotton sword bag.
- Sword weight 3.1lbs.

**RY-3047**
- 41.5" Overall, 27.5" Blade, 11.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1095 high carbon steel and blood groove.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Dragon fly guard.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate, cleaning kit hang tag, reference guard and black cotton sword bag.
- Sword weight 3.1lbs.

**RY-3050**
- 41.5" Overall, 27.5" Blade, 11.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1095 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Dragon guard with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate, cleaning kit hang tag and black cotton sword bag.
- Sword weight 3.1lbs.

**RY-3050M**
- Wakizashi.
- 32.5" Overall, 19.5" Blade, 9.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1095 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Dragon guard with real ray skin handle.
- Lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate, cleaning kit hang tag and black cotton sword bag.

Matching Katana **RY-3050**

All items on this page, amazing high carbon steel that can bend up to 45 degrees.
RYMION HAND FORGED CARBON STEEL

**RY-3044**
- 44.5” Overall, 29” Blade. 12” Handle.
- Hand forged 1065 high carbon steel blade.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Mahogany wood scabbard with clear lacquer finish.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, sword bag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.87 lbs.

**RY-3036/2**
- 42” Overall, 30.5” Blade. 10.75” Handle.
- Hand forged AIS 1065 high carbon steel with blood groove blade.
- Changeable non-sharp practice blade.
- Tsuba design with gun metal finish.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, sword bag, reference guide, and cleaning kit.

**RY-3041**
- 40.9” Overall, 38” Blade. 7 mm Blade Thickness, 55 Hardness, 10.75” Handle.
- Hand forged and folded AIS 1065 carbon steel blade.
- Silk wrapped with real ray skin handle and bronze tsuba.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, sword bag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.87 lbs.

**RY-JU0110**
- Wakizashi.
- 32.5” Overall, 19.5” Blade, 9.5” Hilt.
- Hand forged San Mai (Trilaminated) with blood groove.
- Copper Dragon guard with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate, cleaning kit hang tag and maroon cotton sword bag.

**Matching Katana**
**RY-3041**
**EXCLUSIVE**

KY-3033
- 40.9” Overall, 28” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 55 Hardness, 10.75” Handle.
- Hand forged and folded T1060 carbon steel blade with Japanese heat treated technique.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Ninja and samurai tsuka design.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes hang tag, certificate of authenticity, silk sword bag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.62 lbs.

**EXCLUSIVE**

RYUMON HAND FORGED CARBON STEEL

**RYUMON HAND FORGED CARBON STEEL**

**EXCLUSIVE**

RY-3042
- 40.9” Overall, 28” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 55 Hardness, 10.75” Handle.
- Hand forged AISI 1060 carbon steel blade.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes certificate of authenticity, silk sword bag, collector’s hang tag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.67 lbs.

**EXCLUSIVE**

KY-3037
- 40.9” Overall, 28” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 55 Hardness, 10.6” Handle.
- Hand forged and folded T1060 carbon steel blade with Japanese heat treated technique.
- Okinawa iron tsuka designs with gun metal finish.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Includes hang tag, a silk sword bag, a cleaning kit, a reference guide, certificate of authenticity packaged.
- Sword weight 2.62 lbs.

**EXCLUSIVE**

KY-3042N
- 40.9” Overall, 28.7” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 60 Hardness, 10.75” Handle.
- Hand forged high carbon steel blade.
- Natural wood Shirasaya with real Buffalo Horn Koiguchi.
- High gloss lacquer finished scabbard (lacquered over 200 times)
- Includes certificate of authenticity, sword bag, reference guide, and a cleaning kit.

**EXCLUSIVE**

KY-3042B
- Redwood Shirasaya with Real Buffalo Horn Koiguchi.
- High gloss lacquer finished scabbard (lacquered over 200 times)
EXCLUSIVE

MC-3059
- 40.9" Overall, 28.7" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.75" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel with blood groove and Japanese Maru technique.
- Dragon design tsuba (guard).
- Tsuka (handle) wrapped with genuine ray skin.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard with genuine mother of pearl dragon.
- Includes satin sword bag and cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.62 lbs.

MC-3060
- 40.9" Overall, 28.7" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.75" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Tsuka (handle) wrapped with Japanese purpose silk over authentic ray skin.
- Crane design bronze tsuba (guard).
- Black lacquer finish with genuine mother of pearl bamboo inlay inserted.
- Includes satin sword bag and cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.62 lbs.

MC-3058
- 40.9" Overall, 28.7" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.75" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Tsuka (handle) wrapped with Japanese purpose silk and ray skin.
- Bamboo and blooming bamboo tsuba (guard).
- Maroon lacquer finish with genuine mother of pearl sakura blossom inlayinserted.
- Includes satin sword bag and cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.62 lbs.
MC-3057
- 40.9” Overall, 28.7” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 58 Hardness, 10.75” Handle, 2.57 lbs.
- Hand forged 1060 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Tsuka (handle) wrapped with Japanese purpose silk and ray skin.
- Inlay tsuka (guard).
- Black lacquer finish with gold toled floral symbol.
- Includes satin sword bag and cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.57 lbs.

MC-3031
- 40.9” Overall, 30.25” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 58 Hardness, 10.75” Handle.
- Hand forged 1060 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Can be disassemble for care and maintenance.
- Includes satin sword bag and cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.57 lbs.

MC-3032
- 40.9” Overall, 30.25” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 58 Hardness, 10.75” Handle.
- Hand forged 1060 high carbon steel with blood groove.
- Habaki (blade collar).
- Habaki (blade collar).
- Japanese purpose silk and ray skin wrapped on tsuka (handle).
- Authentic ray skin wrapped on tsuka (handle) and a 1 piece brass construction.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes satin sword bag and cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.57 lbs.
**TR-002**
- 40.5" Overall, 26.5" Blade, 10.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel blade and blood groove with clay tempered technique.
- Iron Chrysanthemum tsuba and real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes cleaning kit & black cotton sword bag.

**TR-003**
- 40.5" Overall, 26.5" Blade, 10.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel blade and blood groove with clay tempered technique.
- Iron Cane tsuba with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes cleaning kit & black cotton sword bag.

**TR-3048**
- 40.5" Overall, 26.5" Blade, 10.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel blade and blood groove with clay tempered technique.
- Iron Tsuba with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes cleaning kit & black cotton sword bag.

**JL-808**
- DRAGON KATANA
- 42" Overall.
- Hand sharpened 1045 high carbon steel blade.
- Authentic top grade ray skin wrapped handle.
- Dragon design tsuba.
- Can be disassembled for care and maintenance.
- Include sword bag.
MC-3056
- 40.9" Overall, 28" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged Damascus 10-fold layers carbon steel.
- Oxidized zinc alloy tsuba with Japanese Thunder God symbol.
- Authentic real ray skin wrap with purple Japanese purpose silk.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black cotton sword bag.

MC-3055
- 40.9" Overall, 28" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged Damascus 10-fold layers carbon steel.
- Oxidized zinc alloy tsuba with Japanese Thunder God symbol.
- Authentic real ray skin wrap with purple Japanese purpose silk.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black cotton sword bag.

SW-367
- 40.9" Overall, 28.3" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 carbon steel blade practical katana.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Black scabbard with a metal throwing knife.
- Can be disassembled.
- Includes cotton sword bag.

SW-366
- 40.9" Overall, 28.3" Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 carbon steel blade practical katana.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Brown paint scabbard with a metal throwing knife.
- Can be disassembled.
- Includes cotton sword bag.
MC-3054
- 40.7” Overall, 28.3” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.75” Handle, 2.52 lbs.
- Hand sharpened 1045 carbon steel with Japanese Mura technique.
- Dragon Horimono engraved on blade with zinc alloy Tsuba.
- Genuine ray skin wrapped with double pegged handle.
- Wood lacquered finished scabbard with non color treated for the best natural wood look.
- Includes black cotton sword bag.

MC-3052
- 40.7” Overall, 28.3” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.75” Handle, 2.52 lbs.
- Hand sharpened 1045 carbon steel with Japanese Mura technique.
- Dragon Horimono engraved on blade with zinc alloy Tsuba.
- Genuine ray skin wrapped with double pegged handle.
- Brown lacquered finished scabbard with non color treated for the best natural wood look.
- Includes black cotton sword bag.

MAZ-014BR
- 42” Overall, 30” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 12.6” Handle.
- Hand forged and folded medium carbon steel blade.
- Engraving on both sides of the blade.
- Brown skin wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Lacquer finish wooden scabbard.
- 2 Iron Tsubas.
- Includes cotton sword bag and tubular box.
- Sword weight 3.08 lbs.

MAZ-014W
- 42” Overall, 30” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 12.6” Handle.
- Hand forged and folded medium carbon steel blade.
- Engraving on both sides of the blade.
- White skin wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Lacquer finish wooden scabbard.
- 2 Iron Tsubas.
- Includes cotton sword bag and tubular box.
- Sword weight 3.08 lbs.
MC-3063
- 32.5” Overall, 22.5” Blade, 10.75” Handle.
- Hand forged black Damascus blade with blood groove.
- Zinc-aluminum guard and fittings.
- Authentic top grade black ray skin wrapped handle.
- Matte finished black wood scabbard.

IK-026
- 40.5” Overall, 26.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Hand forged high carbon copper tone damascus blade.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black cotton sword bag.

MAZ-401
- 40” Overall, 28” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
- Hand forged Damascus 10-fold layers carbon steel with blood groove.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black cotton sword bag & cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 3.19 lbs.

MAZ-400
- 40” Overall, 28” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
- Hand forged Damascus 10-fold layers carbon steel with blood groove.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Zinc Alloy Samurai battle theme design on tsuba & kashira.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black cotton sword bag & cleaning kit.
TR-013
- 43.5" Overall, 27.5" Blade, 11.5" Handle.
- Hand forged Damascus blade with blood groove.
- Dragon tsuka.
- Lacquer finished scabbard with gold foil outline and color dragon print.
- Includes black sword bag.

TR-014BK
- 40" Overall, 27" Blade, 10" Handle.
- Hand forged Damascus etched steel with blood groove.
- Sakura tsuka with green cotton wrapped handle.
- Lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black sword bag.

TR-005
- 31.5" Overall, 19" Blade, 10" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel blade and blood groove with clay tempered technique.
- Iron Musashi tsuka with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes cleaning kit & black cotton sword bag.

TR-004
- 40.5" Overall, 26.5" Blade, 10.5" Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel blade and blood groove with clay tempered technique.
- Iron Musashi tsuka with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes cleaning kit & black cotton sword bag.

Matching Katana
TR-004
- 40" Overall, 27" Blade, 10" Handle.
- Hand forged Damascus etched steel with blood groove.
- Sakura tsuka with white cotton wrapped handle.
- Brown lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black sword bag.
MAZ-023D
• 40.9” Overall, 28.5” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
• Zinc alloy Dragon tsuba.
• Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Black lacquer finished scabbard with brass dragon inlay.
• Includes black cotton sword bag.
• Sword weight 2.98 lbs.

MAZ-023F
• Zinc alloy Bamboo tsuba.
• Black lacquer finished scabbard with brass flowers inlay.

MC-3050
• 40.9” Overall, 28.5” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
• Zinc alloy Sakura tsuba.
• Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Black lacquer finished scabbard with dragonfly imprint.
• Includes black cotton sword bag.
• Sword weight 2.52 lbs.

MC-3051
• 40.9” Overall, 28.5” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
• Zinc alloy Sakura tsuba.
• Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Black lacquer finished scabbard with floral imprint.
• Includes black cotton sword bag.
• Sword weight 2.52 lbs.
TR-008
- 41.5” Overall, 27.5” Blade, 11.5” Handle
- Hand forged Damascus Blade with blood groove.
- Dragon tsuba.
- Lacquer finished scabbard with gold foil outline and color dragon print.
- Includes black lacquer finished stand with red velvet holder.
- Includes black sword bag.

TR-009
- 40.5” overall, 26.5” blade, 10.5” handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Flower tsuba with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished with chrysanthemum painting scabbard.
- Includes black lacquer finished stand with red velvet holder.

TR-010
- 40.5” overall, 26.5” blade, 10.5” handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Phoenix tsuba with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished with phoenix painting scabbard.
- Includes black lacquer finished stand with red velvet holder.
TR-012
• 40.5" overall, 26.5" blade, 10.5" handle.
• Hand forged carbon steel blade with blood groove.
• Crane tsuba with real ray skin handle.
• Black lacquer finished with crane painting scabbard.
• Includes black lacquer finished stand with red velvet holder.

MAZ-019RD
• 40.9" Overall, 27.9" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel.
• Silk wrapped with real ray skin handle.
• Zinc alloy battle tsuba.
• Maroon lacquer finished scabbard.
• Includes black cotton sword bag, display stand and cotton wrap.
• Sword weight 2.98 lbs.

MAZ-019BK
• Same as MAZ-019RD with black lacquer finished scabbard.

MAZ-020BK
• 40.9" Overall, 27.9" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel.
• Silk wrapped with real ray skin handle.
• Zinc alloy tsuba.
• Includes black cotton sword bag, display stand with red velvet holder.
• Sword weight 2.98 lbs.

MAZ-020RD
• Same as MAZ-020BK with Maroon lacquer finished scabbard.

MAZ-018
• 41" Overall, 28" Blade, 12" Handle.
• Hand forged high carbon steel blade.
• Leather wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Engraved dragon on blade.
• Includes cleaning kit, sword stand and satin sword bag.
**TR-018BK**
- 40.5” Overall, 27.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Hand forged damascus carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Dragon tsuba with real ray skin and black cotton wrapped handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes sword bag.

**TR-018BR**
- 40.5” Overall, 27.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Hand forged damascus carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Zinc alloy tsuba with real ray skin and brown cotton wrapped handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes sword bag and hang tag.

**TR-019BG**
- 40.5” Overall, 27.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Hand forged damascus carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Zinc alloy tsuba with real ray skin and black cotton wrapped handle.
- Burgundy lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes sword bag.

**TR-020BK**
- 40.5” Overall, 27.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Hand forged damascus carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Dragon tsuba with real ray skin and green cotton wrapped handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes sword bag.

**TR-020GD**
- Brown cotton wrapped handle with gold finished scabbard.

**TR-022W**
- 40.5” overall, 26.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Dragon tsuba with real ray skin and leather wrapped handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes sword bag.

**TR-021MB**
- 40.5” Overall, 26.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Chrysanthemum tsuba and real ray skin handle.
- Black splatter finished scabbard.
- Includes sword bag.
SW-320DXE
- 41" Overall, 28" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Devil stamp on blade.
- Leather wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Zinc Alloy tsuba.
- Includes display stand, bag and cleaning kit.

SW-320DX
- 41" Overall, 28" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Lion stamp on blade.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Devil stamp on blade.
- Zinc Alloy tsuba.
- Includes display stand, bag and cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.98 lbs.

SW-322DX
- 41" Overall, 28" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Devil stamp on blade.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Devil stamp on blade.
- Zinc Alloy tsuba.
- Includes display stand, bag and cleaning kit.

TR-114H
- 41" Overall, 26.5" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Lion stamp on blade.
- Real ray skin cord wrapped handle.
- Lacquer finished scabbard.

TR-114E
- 41" Overall, 26.5" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Devil stamp on blade.
- Real ray skin cord wrapped handle.
- Lacquer finished scabbard.
MAZ-016B
• 41” Overall, 28” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
• Hand forged carbon steel blade.
• Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Zinc alloy Tsunami tsuba.
• Includes cleaning kit and satin sword bag.
• Sword weight 2.87 lbs.

MAZ-017B
• 41” Overall, 28” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
• Hand forged carbon steel blade.
• Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Zinc alloy Dragon tsuba.
• Includes cleaning kit and satin sword bag.
• Sword weight 2.87 lbs.

EXCLUSIVE
TK-017BD
• 41” Overall, 28” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
• Hand forged black damascus carbon steel blade.
• Black cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Zinc alloy Dragon tsuba.
• Hand forged carbon steel 1045.
• 40.5” Overall, 28” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11” Handle.
• Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Solid iron tsuba and fittings.
• Black lacquer finished scabbard.
• Includes black cotton sword bag with collectible hang tag.
• Sword weight 2.98 lbs.

Reverse Blade Katana
SW-333DX
• Reverse Blade Katana.
• 40.5” Overall, 26” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11.5” Handle.
• Hand forged carbon steel 1045.
• Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Solid iron tsuba and fittings.
• Black lacquer finished scabbard.
• Includes black cotton sword bag with collectible hang tag.
• Sword weight 2.98 lbs.

TR-024RD
• 41” Overall.
• Reverse hand forged steel blade.
• Black card wrapped handle.
• Includes red scabbard with sword bag.

TR-024BK
• Black version.

www.mastercutlery.com
TR-001RD
- 40” Overall, 27” Blade, 10” Handle
- Hand forged carbon steel with blood groove.
- Musashi tsuba with brown cotton wrapped handle.
- Burgundy lacquer finished scabbard.

TR-001BL
- 40” Overall, 27” Blade, 10” Handle
- Hand forged carbon steel with blood groove.
- Musashi tsuba with blue cotton wrapped handle.
- Blue lacquer finished scabbard.

TR-001BK
- 40” Overall, 27” Blade, 10” Handle
- Hand forged carbon steel with blood groove.
- Musashi tsuba with black cotton wrapped handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.

LU-013
- 43.7” Overall, 27.9” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 14.5” Handle.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Zinc alloy tsuba.
- Brown cotton wrapped handle with real rayskin.
- Brown scabbard.
- Includes sword bag and display stand.
- Sword weight 3.08 lbs.

MAZ-022
- 45” Overall, 29” Blade, 13” Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Uno Jubi Zukuri shape.
- Extra long 13” wrapped with real ray skin handle.
- Double pegged tsuka for security with suede leather sageo.
- Round Kuruma tsuba with the “Wheel of Kharma” symbolizing the Buddhist concept of the Noble eight fold path.
- Includes black cotton sword bag.

DH-004BK
- 40.75” Overall, 26.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- 4 dragon head on metal guard.
- Tribal dragon on scabbard with 2 tone gradation red to black.
- Include black cotton sword bag.

DH-004RDB
- 40.75” Overall, 26.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- 4 dragon head on metal guard.
- Tribal dragon on scabbard with 2 tone gradation red to black.
- Include black cotton sword bag.

MAZ-022
- 45” Overall, 29” Blade, 13” Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with Uno Jubi Zukuri shape.
- Extra long 13” wrapped with real ray skin handle.
- Double pegged tsuka for security with suede leather sageo.
- Round Kuruma tsuba with the “Wheel of Kharma” symbolizing the Buddhist concept of the Noble eight fold path.
- Includes black cotton sword bag.

LU-013
- 43.7” Overall, 27.9” Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 14.5” Handle.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Zinc alloy tsuba.
- Brown cotton wrapped handle with real rayskin.
- Brown scabbard.
- Includes sword bag and display stand.
- Sword weight 3.08 lbs.

TR-001RD
- 40” Overall, 27” Blade, 10” Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with blood groove.
- Musashi tsuba with brown cotton wrapped handle.
- Burgundy lacquer finished scabbard.

TR-001BK
- 40” Overall, 27” Blade, 10” Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with blood groove.
- Musashi tsuba with black cotton wrapped handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.

TR-001BL
- 40” Overall, 27” Blade, 10” Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with blood groove.
- Musashi tsuba with blue cotton wrapped handle.
- Blue lacquer finished scabbard.
MA-001B
- 41” Overall, 28” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.75 Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel blade.
- Imitation ray skin wrapped handle with quality sagesito braid and zinc alloy tsuba.
- Can be disassembled for care and maintenance.
- Include sword bag and decorative triangular box is designed to be a display stand as well.
- Sword weight 2.57 lbs.

MA-002B
- 41” Overall, 28” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.75 Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel blade.
- Authentic ray skin wrapped handle with quality sagesito braid and zinc alloy tsuba.
- Sword weight 2.57 lbs.

MA-003B
- 41” Overall, 28” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.75 Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel blade.
- Authentic ray skin wrapped handle with quality sagesito braid and zinc alloy tsuba.

MA-203W
- 40” Overall, 28” Blade, 43 Hardness, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 10.75 Handle.
- Hand forged 1045 carbon steel with blood groove.
- Turquoise cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin and white scabbard.
- Assemble yourself handmade katana, full tang construction.
- Sword kit includes: 1 hand sharpened Blade, 1 real ray skin wrapped handle, 2 tsubas, 1 cotton sword bag and 1 cleaning kit.
- Sword weight 2.57 lbs.

MA-203RD
- Black cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin and red scabbard.

MA-203BK
- Black cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin and black lacquer finished scabbard.
LU-014W
• 43.7" Overall, 27.9" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 14.5" Handle.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
• Zinc alloy Oda Nobunaga tsuba.
• Black cotton wrapped handle with real rayskin.
• White scabbard.
• Includes sword bag and display stand.
• Sword weight 3.08 lbs.

LU-011
• 43.7" Overall, 27.9" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 14.5" Handle.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
• Zinc alloy tsuba.
• Maroon cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Black lacquer finished scabbard with red wave imprint.
• Includes sword bag and display stand.
• Sword weight 3.08 lbs.

LU-010
• 43.7" Overall, 27.9" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 14.5" Handle.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
• Zinc alloy Uesugi Kenshin tsuba.
• Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Black lacquer finish wooden scabbard.
• Includes sword bag and display stand.
• Sword weight 3.08 lbs.

MAZ-002R
• 41.5" Overall, 27" Blade, 7.5 mm Blade Thickness, 11.5" Handle.
• Hand forged carbon steel with blood groove and hand sharpened blade.
• Zinc alloy Oda Nobunaga tsuba.
• Red cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
• Black lacquer finished scabbard.
• Includes cotton sword bag.

SW-768BK
• 41" Overall, 7.3 mm Blade Thickness.
• Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
• Cotton wrapped handle with imitation ray skin.
• Zinc alloy 2 tone dragon guard.
• Carved yellow dragon wood scabbard.

SW-768RD
• Red cotton wrapped handle with carved red dragon wood scabbard.

SW-768BL
• Blue cotton wrapped handle with carved blue dragon wood scabbard.
Hand Forged Carbon Steel Shirasaya and Stick Sword

**JL-800**
- 40” Overall, 28.5” Blade, 10.5” Handle.
- Hand forged high carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Shirasaya sword with real buffalo horn koiguchi scabbard.

**1N-025WU**
- 41” Overall, 11” Handle, 27.25” Blade.
- Hand forged carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Wood lacquer finished handle and scabbard with raw color treated for the best natural wood look.
- Includes black sword bag.

**TR-025BK**
- Black lacquer finished version.

**TR-025BG**
- Burgundy lacquer finished version.

**Zatoichi**

**SW-351R**
- “ZATOICHI”
- 42” Overall, 29” Blade, 10.5 Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel blade.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes sword bag and wooden box.

**SW-351B**
- “ZATOICHI”
- 42” Overall, 29” Blade, 10.5 Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel blade.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes sword bag and wooden box.

Includes sword bag and wooden box.

Black lacquer finished version.

Wood lacquer finished handle and scabbard with raw color treated for the best natural wood look.

Includes sword bag.
MAZ-201
- 41" Overall, 27.5" Blade, 10.5" Handle.
- Hand forged red carbon steel anodized for copper tone with blood groove.
- Leather wrapped with ray real skin.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black cotton sword bag & sword stand.

MC-3062
- 41" Overall, 29" Blade, 11" Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Authentic top grade ray skin wrapped with suede leather handle.
- Red copper tsuba with traditional silver and gold finish.
- Authentic top grade ray skin wrapped with suede leather handle.
- Hand forged high carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- 42.75" Overall, 28" Blade, 11.5" Handle.
- Includes satin sword bag, collector's hang tag, reference guide and a cleaning kit.

MA-202MT
- 42.75" Overall, 28" Blade.
- Hand forged high carbon steel blade.
- Authentic ray skin wrapped handle with sageo and ito braid.
- Double pegged design handle can be disassembled for care and maintenance.
- Matte finish scabbard.
- Include sword bag.

Sakura Blossom Shirasaya
MAZ-202
- 41" Overall, 27.5" Blade, 11.5" Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel with blood groove.
- Black lacquer finished handle with gold sakura blossom inlay.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black cotton sword bag & sword stand.
**SW-541W**
- White version.

**SW-541GN**
- Green version.

**SW-941RD**
- 41” Overall, 26.5” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11.5” Handle.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Zinc alloy Dragon tsuka.
- Multi layered lacquer for an amazing shiny scabbard.

**SW-941BL**
- 41” Overall, 26.5” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11.5” Handle.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Zinc alloy Battle tsuka.
- Blue cotton wrapped handle with blue scabbard.

**JL-003HM**
- 43” Overall, 12.5” Handle, 27” Blade.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Dragon handle with Gold Dragon tsuka.
- Black lacquered finished scabbard with gold end cap.

**JL-009HM**
- 43” Overall, 12.25” Handle, 27” Blade.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Highlander handle with Gold Dragon tsuka.
- Black lacquered finished scabbard with gold end cap.

**SW-541BL**
- 41” Overall, 26.5” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11.5” Handle.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Zinc alloy Battle tsuka.
- Blue cotton wrapped handle with blue scabbard.

**SW-541GN**
- Green version.

**SW-541RD**
- 41” Overall, 26.5” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 11.5” Handle.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Zinc alloy Dragon tsuka.
- Multi layered lacquer for an amazing shiny scabbard.

**JL-009HM**
- 43” Overall, 12.25” Handle, 27” Blade.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Highlander handle with Gold Dragon tsuka.
- Black lacquered finished scabbard with gold end cap.

**SW-941BK**
- Black version.
**MAZ-200**
- 69” Overall, 47” Blade, 17” Handle.
- Hand forged carbon steel.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Brass alloy guard.
- Includes black wood scabbard.

**SW-925R**
- 53” Overall, 10 mm Blade Thickness.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel.
- Wood handle with cord wrapped.
- Imitation fish skin scabbard with belt strap to hold blade.

**SW-925S**
- 54” Overall, 10 mm Blade Thickness.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel.
- Wood handle with cotton wrapped.
- Imitation fish skin scabbard with belt strap to hold blade.

**MC-3064**
- 51.5” Overall, 34.5” Blade, 12” Handle.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade with blood groove.
- Zinc aluminum guard and fittings.
- Black cord wrapped handle with black wood scabbard.
- Includes leather shoulder belt.

**SW-042P**
- 49.9” Overall, 28.3” Blade, 7 mm Blade Thickness, 43 Hardness, 10.6 Handle.
- Hand sharpened carbon steel blade.
- Zinc alloy tsuka.
- Purple cotton wrapped handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes black cotton sword bag.

**SW-042G**
- Turquoise version.
DB-102
- 16.75" Overall, 9.5" Blade, 5.5" Handle.
- Leather wrapped with real ray skin handle.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.

DB-T07
- 16.75" Overall, 9.5" Blade, 5.5" Handle.
- Red cotton wrapped with real ray skin handle.
- Autumn finish scabbard.
- Includes black carrying bag.

SWORD BOX
- 46" Box Width.
- Dragon decoration with yellow interior.
- Leather handle with 2 hook.

RY-3045
- 17" Overall, 10" Blade, 7.5" Blade Thickness, 48 Hardness, 5.25" Handle.
- Hand forged 10 fold 1024 layers, high carbon Damascus steel tempered under traditional Japanese hand-sharpening process.
- Cotton wrapped handle with real ray skin.
- Zinc alloy Dragon tsuba.
- Black lacquer finished scabbard.
- Includes deluxe Ryumon wooden box.
- Sword weight 1.76 lbs.

MA-P
- Overall: 41.5"
- Blade: 26.5"
- Handle: 11.5"

RY-3046
- Red version.

SW-199
- 34" Overall, 21.5" Blade.
- Intricately etched pattern on steel.
- Cord wrapped handle with authentic ancient dynasty design.

SW-198
- 35.5" Overall, 22" Blade.
- Intricately etched pattern on steel.
- Cord wrapped handle with authentic ancient dynasty design.
JK-093
- "Battle Sword of the Han Dynasty"
- 33.85" Overall, 23" Blade, 8.5" Blade Thickness, 55 HRC Hardness, 5" Handle
- Hand forged Damascus high carbon steel blade.
- Han Dynasty 206 BC-220 AD Dragon emblem and Chinese character etched on real Damascus blade.
- Alligator wood scabbard with silk braid wrapped.
- Detail bronze twin phoenix guard in traditional Han Dynasty's weapon style.
- Includes cleaning kit with Dragon and Phoenix pattern gift box.
- Sword weight 2.88 lbs.

JK-093SD
- "Dragon Sword Stand"
- 15" Overall.
- Traditional Chinese dragon sculpted from dark chest nut wood stand.
- Sword (JK-093) sold separately.

SW-275
- 35" Overall, 21.5" Blade, 9.75" Handle.
- Hand forged Chinese Emperor Sword.
- Nylon wrapped handle with brass metal finished.
- Natural wood scabbard with brass metal leopard design.

SW-218GD
- 43" Overall, 30" Blade, 8mm" Thickness.
- "Ying Yang Pa Gua Asian Sword."
- Stainless steel blade.
- Metal guard with Tao design.
- Leather handle with tassel.
- Natural wood scabbard with Pa Gua and dragon design metal.
- Includes dragon and phoenix design cloth wrapped on box.

SW-258
- 32" Overall.
- Qing dynasty Hand forged damascus carbon steel blade.
- Natural wood handle with cast metal dragon pommel and guard.
- Natural wood scabbard with cast metal dragon design and black tassel.
- Includes deluxe wood box.